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By Buehner, Caralyn

Dial Books, 1998. Hard cover. Book Condition: New. Buehner,
Mark (illustrator). Illustrated. New. No dust jacket as issued.
Glued binding. Paper over boards. With dust jacket. 32 p.
Contains: Illustrations. Audience: Children/juvenile. From School
Library Journal Kindergarten-Grade 3AFollowing the format of
their popular picture book about manners, It's a Spoon, Not a
Shovel (Dial, 1995), the Buehners now take on behavioral issues.
On each double-page spread, readers are given three choices,
two of them obviously wrong and quite amusing, and must pick
the proper behavior for the animal in question. Situations
include promising to do something until a more attractive offer
comes along; considering a lie to avoid punishment; wanting to
cheat on a test; and being tempted to destroy or litter property.
The language is filled with tongue-tripping alliteration and wit:
"Run over Rudy's red rubber radio repeatedly. " The large,
bright illustrations, executed in oils and acrylics, sustain the
text's humor. A group of fish are, literally, in school; a bat reads
Wait Until Dark; Santa and his reindeer fly across the Arctic sky;
and a fish has a packet of Gummy Worms. Children can search
the illustrations for the letters of the correct answers and check
their...
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This sort of publication is every thing and helped me seeking ahead of time plus more. I am quite late in start reading
this one, but better then never. I found out this pdf from my dad and i recommended this pdf to learn.
-- Alex  Jenkins-- Alex  Jenkins

This written ebook is great. I was able to comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. I am very
happy to tell you that this is the finest ebook i have go through during my individual existence and could be he greatest
ebook for possibly.
-- Sim one Goyette II--  Sim one Goyette II
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